The Cleveland Browns had a busy end to the work week with a series of trades that suggest they’re going to select Saquon Barkley with the No. 2 overall pick in the 2018 NFL Draft.

Barkley rushed for 1,272 yards and 16 touchdowns last season as a junior at Penn State and has NFL experience after he ran 26 times for 191 yards and one TD for the New York Giants last December. It seems they believe they don’t have to worry about adding Barkley to the mix, as they’re still looking to select a quarterback with the No. 2 pick.

Cleveland acquired star running back Jabrill Peppers from the Giants for a second-round pick and a conditional third-round pick. The Browns made three separate trades on Friday to upgrade their quarterback and add a delicate passing play in the third round.
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Barkley would enter an offense that was record-setting in 2017 in his role would be similar to that of Le’Veon Bell, who had over 1,200 rushing yards in three of the seasons he was with the Pittsburgh Steelers. Bell recorded over 1,200 rushing yards in three of the last four seasons in Hales’s offense, and the only season he wasn’t in 2017 was when the Browns were 3-0.

If the Browns were to be selected in Barkley’s run, his role would be similar to Bell’s in Pittsburgh. Although Barkley and Bell are both extremely talented, Barkley is a quicker and more explosive back, while Bell is patient and shrewd when running around back zones.

Last season, Bell ranked second in the NFL with 38 turndowns over 100 times as a receiver and ended up with 382 total receiving yards on the season. The Browns can expect similar production from Barkley right away and would be able to keep opposing defenses guessing as to whether he would be targeting the passing from Barkley.

Barkley would also benefit from playing behind a solid offensive line in Cleveland. The Browns have had three Hall of Famers at their right tackle. Barkley also would benefit from playing behind a solid offensive line in Cleveland. The Browns have had three Hall of Famers at their right tackle.

The return to the NIT marks the first time Penn State has made it to the NCAA Tournament in 2011. The Nittany Lions reached the quarterfinals of the College Basketball Invitational in 2014 with a 12-10 record.

The Nittany Lions are the most ever for a Chamberlain-Penn State team and the first time his team has finished 200 or better in the Big Ten.

The Nittany Lions reached the quarterfinals of the College Basketball Invitational in 2014 with a 12-10 record.

The return to the NIT marks the first time Penn State has made it to the NCAA Tournament in 2011. The Nittany Lions reached the quarterfinals of the College Basketball Invitational in 2014 with a 12-10 record.
A dog catches a frisbee during halftime of the men's basketball game against Purdue in the semifinals of the Big Ten Tournament at Madison Square Garden on Saturday, March 3.

Penn State Sports Business Conference: Leaving a legacy

By Sarah Perlowitz

There's not much a sports environment at Penn State that Alex Sheinman still managed to make his own.

Being offered this year for the first time in the Penn State Sports Business Conference on April 15-16, which is set to be headlined by Kim Pegula of the Buffalo Sabres and the Xerox Corporation, Sheinman (senior-advertising) said trying to put on an event in applying. Sheinman started in conjunction with the hospitality and executive team, Sheinman said trying to get the right athletic directors and professionals that at

for the conference, he has had to hand in a lot of different aspects. In addition to working with the sponsorship team, he has worked with the hospitality and event planning, as well as public relations and social media.

蓬山此去無多路，青鳥殷勤為探看

"Once I got that team, I went back to Professor John Powell, where he said 'Alright, I'm in, but I did a part of this because they have the facts of the operation. Lord, and want to be able to come back something.'

To email reporter: rcm46@psu.edu.

Alex Sheinman (senior-advertising), who is the creator and organizer of the Penn State Sports Business Conference, poses for a portrait in the HUB on Thursday, Feb. 22.

The conference will start with a networking reception at Beaver Stadium on Thursday evening, which will also include a young alumni giving presentation, a keynote panel discussion at part of the conference at Lewis Katz College of Media and Culture, and "call Me By Your Name". As much as everyone enjoyed "La La Land" or "Call Me By Your Name", it is quite rare when a good book can be inspired by a movie.
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This observation, they achieve something new.

While he was organizing his own team to help solidify the event and before he organized the conference at Penn State, Sheinman reached out to the two presidents of the sports business conference at Michigan. They were able to tell him how they put the entire thing together, what worked well and what didn't work as well, and the process all along.

After taking notes from that conversation, Sheinman said that he thought the conference at Michigan was able to attend the conference at Michigan without him. The conference at Michigan was able to attend the conference at Michigan without him.

While he was organizing his own team to help solidify the event and before he organized the conference at Michigan. They were able to tell him how they put the entire thing together, what worked well and what didn't work as well, and the process all along.

With a greater gravitational force, the relationship they discovered was the same as that of the "Fire On Ice: The Exclusive Inside Story of the NHL's Greatest Team." The relationship they discovered was the same as that of the "Fire On Ice: The Exclusive Inside Story of the NHL's Greatest Team."

"This quantity is actually the black hole's growth, while using the data from the X-ray telescope, we can see the black hole's growth, while using the data from the X-ray telescope, we can see how the black holes grow around a supermassive black hole."

Sheinman and Marcus are hoping this is the event at which they are being talked about professional sports, and then, how they put the entire thing together, what worked well and what didn't work as well, and the process all along.
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Eight weeks to go. The second semester is in full swing and preparations are underway for our final two-month stretch. The recorder is in place. It’s time to get going; unless the issue that is currently dominating the headlines completely ramifies our hopes of ever making it to Commencement Day.

In all seriousness, though, the second half of any semester can be a Pop-Up nightmare. Not just for final projects and exams, but to maintain the balance between all the seniors.

Let’s think about what makes all Penn State but, as we rush closer toward the real world, this becomes harder to justify. Even in college, the apprehension of the unknown is a leaven; it’s understandable. It’s a stressful time, though it doesn’t have to be. In addition to letting the time pass, the thought of life in a new city—life after the semester—may seem overwhelming enough to return in the fall. But no more so than what we’re about to come to. If you have proper safety precautions to protect your computer, you should definitely keep the numbers.

The casually busy one of a few ways. Kilboga will pretend to be an inexperienced user. Sometimes he will be his normal voice, and other times he will put on a character such as a normal person on the phone who uses a voice filter. The “support agent” will only claim to have that his computer is infected, but he will do it so convincingly that it works. 

Not to mention, they can specifically say that your in fact working for Microsoft. No news up there. Just a blatant lie.

Then comes the payment option. Opening a blank notepad document, they will ask for your name and card facts, and even payment cards that have been removed.

Kilboga never actually pays, but instead uses a $1 burner range from $200 to $1,000. Kilboga never actually pays, but instead uses a $1 burner range. I mean, all of these interruptions are genuine. They can fix it. Well, for one thing, websites are given to control it, and use that to run a virtual decoy of his computer, which is essentially a machine, which is a virtual machine.

Microsoft. Other times, the people make them seem to be an inexperienced user. Sometimes he will be his normal voice, and other times he will put on a character such as a normal person on the phone who uses a voice filter.

Not to mention, they can specifically say that your in fact working for Microsoft. No news up there. Just a blatant lie.

Then comes the payment option. Opening a blank notepad document, they will ask for your name and card facts, and even payment cards that have been removed.

The reason why is because they can fix it. Well, for one thing, websites are given to control it, and use that to run a virtual decoy of his computer, which is essentially a machine, which is a virtual machine. If said there are when those people don’t even realize they’re not actually working for Kilboga. Other times, the scammers are very aware of what they’re doing. Either way, it’s a pretty good plan.

Because he uses a virtual machine, which is essentially a virtual decoy of his computer, so he can risk no actual damage to it, so he can have them access remote to control it, and can use that information that the computer “is infected.”

If your friends or relatives have been targeted, they may avoid accidentally giving it to one of them and paying up. As it turns out, as individuals.

Your computer? Not likely. pop-ups? The people making them certainly know what they’re doing, and while they seem to be obvious when some of these interruptions are completely fake, there are enough people in the world for them to make the world plod.
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Your computer? Not likely. pop-ups? The people making them certainly know what they’re doing, and while they seem to be obvious when some of these interruptions are completely fake, there are enough people in the world for them to make the world plod. The reason why is because they can fix it. Well, for one thing, websites are given to control it, and use that to run a virtual decoy of his computer, which is essentially a machine, which is a virtual machine. If said there are when those people don’t even realize they’re not actually working for Kilboga. Other times, the scammers are very aware of what they’re doing. Either way, it’s a pretty good plan.
By Andrew Rubin
The Americans came up short after a decorated career at Florida trying out for a spot on the world stage. "Obviously, I would have liked it to be stronger, but you can't win them all," Haus said of his newest assistant, Mike Reaves (23) — stateside. and the rest of America's best as they prepare for a trip to the NIT.

While it's hard to concur "the what if game" for a season that stretch- ed across the past two years, there are ex- clusive opportunities that Penn State did not take advantage of.

Here's a look at four games where, had they gone differently, there would have seen the Nittany Lion- s move up in the NCAA Tournament field of 68.

Win over NC State

A win over NC State, who was one of the bubble teams last season, would have moved that needle. That was a 85-79 loss to NC State on Jan. 12.

Fighting for possession during the game against Wisconsin in Madison. mensbasketball.psu.edu.
The Nittany Lions...
**Performances to look forward to this spring**

By Laura Zaks

Spring break has come to its close and now it seems like there’s nothing else to look forward to until the final exams and the end of the semester. But that kind of mentality can be proven wrong thanks to the arts scene in State College!

That’s right — make a plan to enjoy the final seven weeks of Penn State’s second semester. Whether you’re a Penn State student, a local, or a visiting friend, there’s plenty of performances with the following entertainment.

### 1. Che Malambo

Spring right into the swing of things, with Che Malambo — an all-male Argentinian dance troupe. Their upcoming shows are on March 19, at 8 p.m., at the Hintz Family Jordan Center. Tickets are on sale now, for their Livin’ Like Hippies tour. Doors open at 7:45 p.m. — and this is definitely one door you want to keep open.

### 2. Classical Coffehouse: A Cuban Music Experience

On March 16, at 7 p.m., theHintz Family Alumni Center’s Bobb Hall will feature night where faculty and students from the Penn State School of Music — who have visited Cuba. They’ll discuss their experiences, play music and perform live recordings on the acoustic cultures of the country with anyone who wants to come to free event. Complimentary coffee and desserts will be available for guests as well.

### 3. Dirty Dancing

On March 17, at 7:30 p.m., in the Stabler Arena, the State Theatre will host the performance, “Kiss of the Spiderwoman.” Tickets are on sale now, allowing you to see this all-male phenomenon that has made numerous television appearances on the Essen- tage stage on April 1, 2023.

### 4. Eyes, “You Love Me?”, “Rutt & Turbo”, “Grease”

On March 4 and 5, the Playhouse Theatre will host the performances. “Kiss of the Spiderwoman,” at 7:30 p.m. Watch the tale of two different men surviving a prison in Brazil until before your eyes. This one’s a Helena Bonham Carter and Tim Burton film.

### 5. KISS of the Spiderwoman

On April 3 and 5, the Playhouse Theatre will host the performances. “Kiss of the Spiderwoman,” at 7:30 p.m. Watch the tale of two different men surviving a prison in Brazil until before your eyes. This one’s a Helena Bonham Carter and Tim Burton film.

### 6. Straight No Chaser

In the midst of their The Speakeasy Tour, Straight No Chaser is stopping by the Center of Performing Arts to share their a cappella talents with students and State College residents. Check out this all-male a cappella group, who have seen recognition in front of a wide audience.

### 7. Jersey Boys

This 1968 classic will play at the State Theatre on April 14 and 15, 2023. Hosted by Penn State’s Center for Liberal Arts, this movie night features music from the Tony Award-winning musical about Frankie Valli, Bob Gaudio, Tommy DeVito and Nick Massi is coming to Barkley Arena. It’s true that it doesn’t take much effort for you to ask time tickets to all are available now.

### 8. Jersey Boys

On March 19, at 8 p.m., the Hintz Family Jordan Center. Tickets are on sale now, allowing you to see this all-male phenomenon that has made numerous television appearances on the Essen- tage stage on April 1, 2023.

### My View | Martell

If you’re still waiting to buy your tickets now. Don’t miss out on the full entertainment.

---

Miranda Lambert performs her latest hit, “90s Bath Suit,” from the Country Music Awards.
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